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Executive Summary 

 
Our project is about using machine learning to classify Twitter streams for use in emergency 
management situations.  We chose this problem because experts on the use of Social Media in 
Emergency Management (SMEM) helped us see how important the problem is, and few others 
seem to be working on it.  We chose Twitter because it is the social media site that SMEM 
workers find most useful. 
 
The problem we chose was to collect data on pet ownership on a set of Twitter accounts and 
train a classifier (pet owner/not pet owner) from this data set.  Pet ownership was chosen for 
three reasons: (1) we like pets, (2) pet ownership is not something that Twitter account owners 
generally feel privacy concerns about or would lie about, and (3) it’s not easy to tell from an 
individual Tweet whether the account owner owns a pet.  This problem seems hard enough to 
stand in for more difficult problems such as whether or not the reports from a Twitter account 
can be trusted in an emergency. 
 
We were not able to complete the project, but we intend to continue it next year. 
 
Our supercomputing approach is to use data supercomputing on Amazon Web services.  We 
are using serverless python (Amazon Lambda) so that our computations may be scaled cheaply 
on demand without us having to work hard at web site deployment. 
 
Our first accomplishment was creating our own website, https://eaglebytes.org. We then built a 
machine learning application (funyun) for public use.  Our greatest accomplishment was 
giving an oral presentation on our project to outside reviewers.  Our next step will be to collect 
data that can be used for training our machine learning classifiers. 
 
We learned a lot about how a team works to create software, and also a bit about machine 
learning.  One problem area for us is that we cannot use many public web sites due to age 
restrictions in the terms of service, while the computers we have available (Chromebooks) and 
are locked down tight for classroom use.  We found workarounds for this year using a shared 
development server (Eclipse Che). For next year we were lucky enough to obtain a grant that 
gets us Chromebooks with local storage for development use. 
 
  

https://eaglebytes.org
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  Rescue team rescues dogs     
from disaster area. 

Statement of the problem 
We were moved to work on social media in disasters after watching a lot of disasters 
unfold on TV over the summer.  We were especially moved by watching people rescue 
pets, because we love pets. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

After talking with an SMEM worker, Marlita Reddy-Hjelmfelt, we learned three problems 
that people using social media in emergencies face: 

1. Finding good search terms to retrieve relevant posts.  Many posts do not include 
standard hashtags.  Few posts are geolocated. 

2. Doing complex searches on streams.  VOST workers rely on a combination of mental 
filtering and personal requests to friendly academics”. 

3. Distinguishing false from true reports.  An emergency attracts some people who falsify 
reports, which have to be distinguished from real reports using human judgement.  

We found scholarly articles on SMEM [1-5], and found these observations seem 
consistent with what has been published on SMEM. 
 
Our mentor pointed out the machine learning is a hot area for computational science 
now and that 5th-graders can actually do many things with machine learning by 
following examples.  We chose as our hypothesis that machine learning is useful 
for classifying SMEM posts.  The specific problem we chose to test this hypothesis is 
to see how well we can classify Twitter accounts of pet-owners from non-pet-owners.      
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Methods we used to solve the problem 
The approach we used is to clone, hack and copy code so the work is easier. The tasks 
we have to do to implement machine learning on Twitter accounts is shown below: 

 
 
The first step is to collect Twitter accounts with ground truth attached.  We found in the course 
of testing the already-trained classifiers in Amazon Rekognize that it is entertaining to look at 
the output of the classifiers, particularly the one that assesses whether or not a picture looks like 
a celebrity.  We hope to use this entertainment value to convince people to give us their Twitter 
account handles together with whether or not they own pets.  An example using our 
Superintendent is shown below: 
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How we verified and validated our model 
We did not reach the point of building our model, much less verifying and validating it.  
The figure below shows the data-flow architecture that our models live in.  We plan to 
have model 1 be a simple word-frequency model on individual Tweets, while model 2 
will be a machine-learning model that operates on the entire Twitter stream.  Model 3 
will have image analysis (through Amazon Rekognition) added and employ deep 
learning. 
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Results of study  
We have learned some standard software development techniques, such as working 
with source code repositories and issuing pull requests.  Together we have only written 
a little over 200 lines of code.  Our code gets an A for style and about 70% for test 
coverage.  We are using GitHub to keep track of code. We have made progress on our 
website. It now uses trained machine-learning classifiers in Amazon Rekognize to 
recognize food, pets, and feature of faces (e.g, gender, emotional state, age, and 
whether the person wears glasses) We have also had people from other states go onto 
our website as shown below from our Google Analytics data (some we think to hack it).  
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This is a map of where we have other users or hackers (Google Analytics). 

 
 
This is a plot of web site visitors over time (Google Analytics).  
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Conclusions we reached in analyzing our results 
We have used good software practices in implementing funyun, including they have used 
appropriate software engineering tools (pypi, Travis, codecov, pyup, and codacy). We have had over 
28 users in are github website. We have also had 60 sessions. 

 
Software, references, tables, and other products of our work--Logan 
Our code lives in a source code repository at https://github.com/EagleBytes2017/funyun. 
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Our most significant achievement on the project 
We believe our most significant achievement was to learn to give oral presentations and answer 
questions from adults about what we did. 
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